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Knopf. $5.

Mikhail Sholokhov does not instantly
satisfy one's conception of what a
Russian ought to look like. Very
small, features knobbly but delicate,
washed-out blue eyes with a spot of
ice in them, springy white hair,
white mustache, he would appear
quite natural coming out with the
crowd from an English North Coun-
try football match. His tongue is
acid, his wit is swift, his confidence
is enormous. In his own Don coun-
try, he breeds hundreds of horses: he
is a true Cossack. By far the most
famous of living Soviet writers, he
may be a great one.

I don't say this simply from read-
ing translations of the Don novels-
there have been three before
Harvest on the Don, his first since
1935—though he is obviously a fine
and strong novelist. But when I was
in Moscow, all literary persons from
the boss professor to the undergrad-
uate told me that Sholokhov has
used the Russian language in prose
as nobody has used it before: no-
body. The Russians regard him as
a superbly original stylist, and insist
that in translation we lose something
of extreme importance from his work.
With Tolstoi, they say, we lose little:
the style itself is so simple that we
are able to grasp the great internal
impetus without trouble. As for Dos-
toevski, his style often bordered on
journalese. Translation allows us to
get to the core of these two, and,
aesthetically speaking, we miss little;
we get most of the greatness.

But Moscow intellectuals, who to-
day are interested and excited by
questions of style, despair of convey-
ing to us just how good Sholokhov
really is. Apparently he uses the dia-
lects of the Don Basin in a new way:
his prose is racy, edged, ingenious,
with overtones of lyric and folk
poetry.

Mr. H. C. Stevens's translation of
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One
Week

1933...and America

takes a fearful, hopeful

^ into the unknown

March
By MARK SHERWIN and
CHARLES LAM MARKMANN
Roosevelt takes over in Washington...Hitler
takes over in Berlin. Here are the hopes and
terrors and dreams of seven days that changed
the world for good and evil...events that echo
today when America again looks ahead to the
challenge of a new era. 16 pp. of photographs.
SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE: "A fascinating
review of the world in the first week in March,
1933 when the country (and the world) tee-
tered on the brink of disaster...extraordi-
narily good reading."
$3.95 at all bookstores,
G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS

Magic Can't—You Can
Conquer Multiple Sclerosis

" T H E TRUTH WHICH the Liberal histo-
rians and Realpolitiker pass over in
silence is that Balkftnization on a gigan-
tic scale is being made ready for all
Africa. The West, encouraged and
spurred on by a cynical East, is creating
stillborn 'nation states,' unable to pro-
vide for themselves and already torn by
internal and ideological dissensions—•
'stales' that dream of conquests even

before they have
developed a na-
tional identity."

From the current issue
of NATIONAL REVIEW
Write to Dept. P-l,
150 E. 35 St., New York
16, N. Y., for free copy.

_ A dynamically-balanced
tone arm, professional turntable

and world's finest automatic changer
combined in an entirely new kind of unit. $79.50
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4921. THE LIFE OF JESUS OF NAZARETH. By
Erma Ferrari. Richly illustrated with 80 beautiful
full color, full page pictures, the episodes from
the four Gospels are woven into a continuous tale
that begins with the angel's Annunciation to Mary,
and closes with the Ascension of Jesus.
Pub. at $3.95. Only 1.00
4428. THE BATTLE OF COWPENS. By Kenneth
Roberts. The story of a fantastic but morale-build-
ing hour of fighting in the American Revolution,
when 900 backwoodsmen routed Banastre Tarle-
ton's British regulars and raved the way to victory
at Yorktown. Pub. at $3.50. Only 1.00
4301. JESUS LIVED HERE: A Modern Pilgrimage
Through the Holy Land. By Paul Bruin. Photos by
Philipp Giegel. An extraordinarily beautiful book
that tells the story of the Holy Land in vivid
words and pictures—the land and the people as
they are today, reflecting in their timeless way
the events and scenes of Jesus' time. Profusely illus-
trated with photos and 8 full-page, full-color plates.
9"x WVi". Pub. at $10.00. Only 2.98

4460. ILLUSTRATING AND CARTOONING. By
Arthur Zaidenberg. An invaluable book for the
amateur, showing how to illustrate magazine
articles, newspaper Lpieces and books; all instructions
are illustrated with drawings that have actually been
sold and published. Pub. at S4.95. Only 1.49
4861. THEY WERE THERE: The Civil War in
Action as Seen by Its Combat Artists. By Philip
Van Doren Stern. More than 200 original draw-
ings and paintings, many never published before,
including 18 in full color—assembled by the noted
Civil War authority. Included are front-line battle-
field sketches, scenes and personalities used as a
basis for illustrating newspapers and magazines,
and many informal portraits.; Reprint edition 3.49

P-797.

CRETAN WALL PAINTING: BULL DANCERS.

This late Minoan frieze, of about 1500 B.C., is
from the Palace at Knossos. Silk screened on rag
paper in reds, blues, yellows, browns, grays and
black. 17" high x 46" wide. Special 5.95

4751. WAR THROUGH THE AGES. By Lynn
Montross. A classic in its field, used as a text-
book bv the Marine Corps, military academies
and ROTC units; the story of war in all its
phases from 490 B.C. through World War II;
full chronological table, full bibliograDhy, over
100 illustrations. Pub. at $8.50. Only 2.93

P-793. HIROSHIGE: WHIRLING TIDE AT NA-
RUTO. Two small islands and many rocks jut up
from a broad expanse of eddying and foaming
water; in the background a long gray line of
mountainous coast stretches away toward the
horizon on the right. Silk screened in subtle, deli-
cate colors on hand made Japanese rice paper
36" wide x 24" high. Special 4.95

4863. HOMESPUN AMERICA. Edited by Wallace
Brockway and Bart K. Winer. Huge 831 page col-
lection of writings—happy, somber, gay, serious,
rough, subtle and otherwise—-designed to capture
the essential quality of the free United States.

Reprint edition 3.95
4867. CHINESE ART. By Judith and Arthur Hart
Burling. A well-illustrated and comprehensive text
on all phases, including pottery and porcelain, sculp-
ture in wood, stone and ivory, gold, silver, jewelry
and ironwork, painting, textiles, architecture, cos-
tume, embroidery, cloisonne, carpets, etc., 248 illus-
trations, 9 in color. Reprint edition 4.95
4923. THE UPANISHADS. Translated by the
Swami Nikhilananda, with detailed introductions,
notes and explanations based on the commentary of
Sankaracharya. Four handsome volumes containing
the great source books of Hinduism: Prasma, Sve-
tasvatara, Mandukya, Taittiriya, Chandogya, Katha,
Isa, Kena, Mundka. and Aitreya Upanishads.
Pub. at $20.00. The 4 volumes, boxed, only 9.95
4361. Albert Schweitzer: THE LIGHT WITHIN
US. The most important statements of faith, selected
from his seven major works, that amplify Dr.
Schweitzer's "cardinal principle of belief—Reverence
for Life. Pub. at $2.75. Only 1.00
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4256. Brendan Behan: BORSTAL BOY. The dra.
made, high-spirited, lewd and riotous autobiography
of the brilliant and irrepressible Irish playwright
who, says Kenneth Tynan, "may well fill the place
vacated by Sean O'Casey." Pub. at $4.50. Only 1.98
4719 NOTES FROM THE WARSAW GHETTO.
By Emmanuel Ringelblum. Trans. & ed. by J.
Sloan. The shocking. Heroic story of life in the
Ghetto under the Nazi heel, recorded from the
smuggled notes of incarcerated writers, newspaper-
man, school teachers and historians.
Pub. at $5.95. Only 1.93

r
S-111.
DAVID.

Michelangelo's magni-
ficent, viril, young
Colossus, carved out
of a huge block of
marble left idle by an
unsuccessful sculptor.
Bronze finish. 181/2"
high, on wood base.
No C.O.D. orders.

19.95
plus $1.85 shipping

Parcel Post Ins.

4579. Norman Mailer: ADVERTISEMENTS FOR
MYSELF. Here is the book that is perhaps the
best expression of Mailer's talent, a collection of
his short works over the years, woven together by
an autobiographical narrative that is startling in
the candor of its confession. Over 500 pp.
Pub. at $5.00. Only 1.00

4917. Collector's Item: HISTORY OF CLAS-
SICAL JAZZ. A panoramic view of traditional
jazz, featuring all the great names—Armstrong,
Morton, Oliver, Beiderbecke, Waller, hundreds
more. Over 60 complete selections on five 12"
lp records; plus an 8V2" x 10" illustrated soft-
bound book. Introduction to Classical Jazz, by
Charles E. Smith, with complete discographical
information. Handsomely gift boxed.
Pub. at $25.00. Only 9.95

4495. ART NEWS ANNUAL: Portfolio #2 . The
magnificent hardbound annual of literature, theatre,
music, science and the visual arts; an incredibly
handsome 10" x 13" volume, featuring articles on
Impressionism, El Greco, U.S. Painters Today,
Crete and much more, with hundreds of illustra-
tions, including many full-page, full-color plates.
Pub. at $5.00. Only 1.98
ER-60. A Year's Subscription to the EVERGREEN
REVIEW. Here is an opportunity to save 30% on
a year's subscription (six issues) to America's
liveliest and most talked about literary magazine;
features from all around the globe include Kabuki
drama and new works by contributors as varied as
Samuel Beckett and Art Buchwald. Pub. at $1.00 per
copy; subscriptions $5.00 per year.

One Year Subscription, special 3.50
3618. LOLITA. By Vladimir Nabokov. The most
remarkable, most original, most sensational and
most controversial book written in recent years;
originally banned in Paris and a storm-center here
and in England. Complete and unabridged hard-
bound edition. Pub. at $5.00. Only 1.49

4920. MEET MR. LINCOLN. By Richard Han-
ser and Donald B. Hyatt. The best of some
25,000 pictures—many never before seen by
the public—combined with a text drawn largely
from Lincoln's own words. NBC's original
prize-winning telecast in permanent form,
containing authentic Americana rarely available
in one book. SVi" x 1 1 W -
Pub. at $5.00. Only 1.98

P-792. GAUGIN—ON CANVAS: SEATED GIRL.
A pensive, nut-brown Tahitian maid dominates a
scene delineated in sinuous lines and highly stylized
shapes, done in black, red dark brown and broad,
bold areas of vivid yellow. Silk screened in rich,
vibrant oil colors on a canvas roll 2 1 " high x 3 1 "
wide Special 7.95
4752. GILBERT: His Life and Strife. By Heskcth
Pearson. The full, intimate life story of the colorful,
cantankerous half of the most famous partnership
in theatrical history, the immortal Gilbert and
Sullivan. Ulus. Pub. at $4.50. Only 1.4?
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fabulous books and art prints
AND SAVE UP TO 80%
4933. Jack Kerouac: THE DHARMA BUMS. The
zestful story of two ebullient young men engaged
in a passionate search for Truth, in the solitude of
the High Sierras and the pagan groves of San
Francisco's Bohemia, with its non-ascetic pastimes.
Pub. at $3.95. Only 1.00
4626. FAMOUS FIRES. By Hugh Clevely. Harrow-
ing accounts of 25 notable catastrophes: Cocoanut
Grove, Hartford Circus, Triangle Shirtwaist, Reich-
stag, etc. with new perspectives on the Morro Castle,
Hindenbnrg and historic Chicago and San Francisco
fires. Illus. Pub. at $3.50. Only 1.98

P-794. CHINESE TOMB TILES. Two magnifi-
cent silk screen reproductions on line quality
rag paper, done in soft charcoal grays, Chinese
red and subtle off-white; one featuring horses
and a beautifully stylized mythological bird,
the other featuring horses, panthers, cranes
and a tree of life. Each panel 14" high x 38"
wide; together they make a striking wall dec-
oration over six feet long.

The pair, special 5.95

4377. THE SEVEN CAVES. By Carleton S. Coon.
A world famous nrcheologist-anthropologist writes
entertainingly of his personal adventures in remote
corners of the world as he searches ancient caves
for the earliest human habitations. 45 photos, 39
drawings and 3 maps. Pub. at S3.75. Only 1.98
4894. THE MARCH OF CONQUEST: A History of
the Nazi Blitzkrieg. By Telford Taylor. The chief
prosecutor at the Nuremberg trials details the story
of German victories and why the Wehrmacht failed
to invade England. New information from captured
documents. 26 maps, 49 photos. Pub. at $7.50.

Only 1.98
4960. WORLD ALMANAC and Book of Facts:
1960 Edition. A hardbound edition of the famous
almanac that for 7 5 years has been a standard
essential book for every library, a complete ref-
erence library in one volume; .S96 fact-crammed
pages of statistics on politics, sports, science, educa-
tion, religion, history, geography, theater, etc.

Special 1.00
4110. U.S. CAMERA 1960: The Fifty Stars of
the U.S.A. Ed. by Tom Maloney. Latest issue of
the famous photography annual; over 300 pages,
20 in full color; features on Edward Steichen, a
portfolio of the 50 states, the Art Director's Club,
Margaret Bourke-White, Lisa Larsen and other
great camera artists, and the top pictures of the
year. 8W2" x 11". Pub. at S8.95. Only 2.98

P-768.

FLOCK OF CRANES.

By Korin Ogata (1603-1680), a
anese artist of the period. In this
screen reproduction, the cranes, in
and gray, strut against a golden
ground and a black river bend. 2C

mmh

m
i

leading Jap-
landsome siik
black, white
brown back-
" high x 35"

Special 2.98

4427. ARTS YEARBOOK #3: Paris & New York.
All the creative excitement and controversy of the
world's two great art capitals are captured in this
magnificent volume of beautiful photos, full-color
Dlates and penetrating articles; profiles of artists, a
full-color gallery of paintings of the fifties, a
camera studv of New York and Paris, an up-to-date
guide to all Paris and New York galleries and
museums, and much more. 9" x 12".
Pub. at $4.95. Only 1.98
476S. AROMAS AND FLAVORS OF PAST AND
PRESENT. By Alice B. Toklas. Over 200 delight-
fully Gallic recipes, including kidneys in cham-
pagne, perfumed goose, Mulligatawny Soup, etc.
Introduction by Poppy Cannon suggests substitutes
for ingredients hard to find in the U. S.
Pub. at S3 JO. Only 1-49

4889. MASTERPIECES OF FIGURE PAINTING.
Edited by I. E. Relouge. The concept of beauty as
envisioned by the artist of many ages and tradi-
tions from ancient Egyptian to the modern Expres-
sionists,- not only the masters like Michelangelo,
Titian, Goya and Renoir but lesser known forms
from Persia, India, Japan, Greece, and elsewhere.
100 plates in color. 9-54" x 11 W .
Pub. at $22.50. Reprint Edition Only 9.95
4831. THE OLD BUNCH. By Meyer Levin. The
long-out-of-print, brilliant, popular 1937 novel by
the author of Compulsion; hailed as "a landmark
in the development of the realistic novel" by the
Times Book Review.
Pub. at $5.00. Only 1.98

P-775.

PICASSO:
TWO HARLEQUINS.

This favorite Picasso
theme is executed in
segmented sections of
red, gray, black, yel-
low, tan and white
against a tan back-
ground. Silk screen.
22" high x 17" wide.

Special 2.98

3917. THE GERMAN PHOTOGRAPHIC ANNUAL:
1960. The more than 100 magnificently reproduced
photos in this handsome 9" x 11 1/i" volume—candid
shots of people caught off-guard, carefully arranged
shots of architectural splendors, breathtaking shots
of the endless wonders of nature, and much more-
attest to the artistry of the camera, when in the right
hands. Included is a special section of marvelous color
photos. Pub. at $7.95. Only 2.98

4987. GASTRONOMIC TOUR DE FRANCE.
By Jean Conil. A famous chef and restaura-
teur, well-known food writer and President of
the International Epicurean Circle, M. Conil
presents a tour of ail France, with the culinary-
specialties, wines and cheeses of each region,
hotels and restaurants, and recipes of all the
best and most representative dishes. An ideal
guidebook for travelers and cooks. Illus
Pub. at $7.95. Only 2.98

4988. Colette: THE TENDER SHOOT. The title
story, delineating a Lolita-like romance, and ten
other novelettes and stories, among the most brillianc
works of this extraordinary writer, all in one 400-

l f id di l

4857. OLD VIRGINIA HOUSES: Along the James.
By Emmie Ferguson Farrar. Here are beautiful and
historic houses, the histories and legends of the
families who built them, authoritative information
on architectural features, decor, interiors, and the
priceless antiques with which they are furnished.
160 photos; 81/2" x 11J4". Reprint edition 3.95
4847. A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF JAZZ. By
Orrin Keepnews and Bill Grauer, Jr. The best-sell-
ing encyclopedic picture-story of jazz, the people,
places and styles from New Orleans to Modern
Jazz. 625 rare and vivid photos. 8V3" x 11".

Reprint edition 2.93
1918. AGAINST THE LAW. By Peter Wildeblood.
This is a first-hand account, by a man sentenced to
prison for homosexual offences, of what it means
to be a homosexual and one of the central figures
in a cause eclebre. and of his arrest, and imprison-
ment. Pub. at $3.95. Only 1.49
4858. THE ARMCHAIR SCIENCE READER.
Edited by I. S. Gordon and S. Sorkin. A unique
collection of stories, plays, biography and essays,
ranging from the ancient case histories of Hippoc-
rates through E. B. White's evaluation of the world
the atom is cteating. 832 pages.
Pub. at $7.95. Reprint edition only 2.98
4089. SEXUAL SYMBOLISM: A History of Phallic
Worship. Intro, by Ashley Montagu. Two classic
works complete in one volume with the original
plates: A Discourse on the Worship of Priapus
and Its Connection -with the Mystic Theology of
the Ancients, by Richard Payne Knight; and The
Worship of the Generative Powers During the
Middle Ages of Western Europe, by Thomas
Wright. Pub. at $7.50. Only 4.95

o y ,
page volume of sustained reading pleasure.
Pub. at $4.95. OOnly 1.98

4486. TRIUMPH IN THE WEST. By Sir Arthur
Bryant. Based on the World War II personal
diaries of Field Marshal Lord Alanbrooke, this
highly controversial book picks up where The
Turn of the Tide left off in the events of 1943.
Maps & index. Pub. at $6.95. Only 1.93

P-800. MODIGLIANI: CARYATID. A colored
drawing of a nude figure, reproduced in silk
screen, with deep, rich flesh tones and shades of
blue predominating; the decisive geometrical out-
line encircling the figure gives it the impact of a
plastic model. 28" high x 23" wide. Special 2.98
4133. THE SEXUAL RELATIONS OF MANKIND.
By P. Mantegazza. The great Italian anthropolo-
gist's definitive account of strange and curious sexual
customs. First complete and unexpurgated English
edition. Pub. at $6.00. Only 1.98
3151. Collector's Item: ALICE'S ADVENTURES
IN WONDERLAND. Read and sung by the inimit-
able Cyril Ritchard; music by Alec Wilder, per-
formed by New York Woodwind Quintet. The
Lewis Carroll classic complete on four 12" LP
records •— comes in deluxe color-illustrated gift
box, with a facsimile edition of the rare 1865 first
edition. Pub. at $25.00. Only 6.95
P-796. CHINESE SCROLL: KWAN YIN. A silk
screen reproduction in dark blue, on hand-made-
Oriental feather rice paper, depicting^ with magnifi-
cent artistry of line the Buddnist diety who later
changed to the Goddess of Mercy; from a temple
rubbing by Wu Tao-tzu, the influential master of
the Tang Dynasty. 12" wide x 39" high.

Special 2.93
3254. Apicius: THE ROMAN COOKERY BOOK.
Transl. by Barbara Flower & Elizabeth Rosenbaum.
An exciting and definitely different book for all
who would like to dine like a Roman partrician; a
critical translation of the 2,000-year old cooking
classic, for use in the kitchen as well as the library.
With drawings, photos and a discussion of Roman
kitchens and cooking utensils. Special 1.98

P-778.
FEININGER: TOPSAIL SCHOONER

The linear sensitivity and precise construction of
this unusual watercolor are matched by the
fluidity of its tonalities of gray, blue, umber,
yellow and black. Silk screen. 261/2" high x 30"
wide.

Special 2.98

4843. SECRET MISSIONS OF THE CIVIL WAR.
By Philip Van Doren Stern. First-hand accounts by
men and women who risked their lives in under-
ground activities, both North and South, woven
into a continuous narrative by this noted Civil War
historian. Reprint edition 1.98
4846. TREASURY OF FOREIGN CARS: Old and
New. By Floyd Clymer. A large, handsome album
of over 500 photographs of pleasure, racing and
sports cars from 1834 to the present. 8W x 11 '•

Reprint edition 2.98
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The Just War
A Study in Contemporary American Doctrine

by Robert W. Tucker - 207 pages $5.00
"Mr. Tucker has written a subtle, reflective essay on American moral justifica-
tions for the use of force in war, as they relate to the nuclear age. He does
the kind of thing one is glad to see done—not descriptive "science" but dis-
ciplined political-ethical thinking about contemporary political problems." The
New Republic

Secrecy and Publicity
Dilemmas of Democracy

by Francis E. Rourke - 244 pages $5.00
This systematic examination of the practice of withholding official information
from the public considers both secrecy and publicity in terms of their simul-
taneous impact upon national security and individual freedom—an investiga-
tion well worth everyone's attention.

WHEN GOVERNORS CONVENE
The Governors Conference and National Politic*

by Glenn Brooks - 256 pages $5.50
In recent years the Governor's Conference has emerged as a creative political
force and a center for intra-party negotiations with considerable influence on
the Government. Using the Conference as a focal point, this book explores
for the first time the unique role of the state governors in national affairs and
evaluates their position at midcentury.

Persuasion and Healing
A Comparative Study of Psychotherapy

by Jerome D. Frank, M.D.
228 pages $5.50

Theories and methods of persuasion
and healing traced from primitive to
modern societies form the background
for Dr. Frank's examination
of the various conflicting
forms of modern American
psychotherapy.

The Johns Hopkins Press

Techniques of Monetary Control
by Joseph Aschheim

176 pages $4.50
Recent re-activation of central bank-
ing, especially in the U. S., has pro-
moted renewed discussion of the
efficacy of general monetary control.

Dr. Aschheim here appraises
our contemporary monetary
system and the various instru-
ments of monetary control.

Baltimore 18, Maryland

Harvest on the Don seems to be a
workmanlike job; yet almost noth-
ing of stylistic interest comes through.
Perhaps it can't. Perhaps that is our
hard luck. But the vigor, the bite,
the flavor of a countryside and of the
men of 1930 struggling to make the
new collective farms work—these
things come over all right; and so
does that curious wildness of spirit,
that deep-rooted clowning spirit, so
Russian, so engaging, and so strange.

I was lucky enough, last June,
to be at the first night of The
Brothers Karamazov at the Moscow
Art Theatre. The entire intellectual
world of Moscow seemed to be there,
excited, delighted, but afraid of a
shift of emphasis that might un-
balance the entire feeling of the
book. There was no need to fear. It
was forcefully and honorably done:
Father Zossima was a figure of great
dignity, Alyosha a figure of integrity
and sweetness; Ivan, the intellectual
unbeliever, was given no more than
his fair share. Afterward, at a party,
I listened to the talk. I remember a
distinguished writer throwing up
joyful hands and crying, "We are all
the heirs of Ivan Karamazov!" He
paused, then added, "Yes, but we
must not forget—we are the heirs of
Alyosha too."

In Sholokhov's novels, both sets
of genes are apparent. Davidov, the
ex-sailor now chairman of a collec-
tive farm, is totally committed to the
Revolution, and indeed would be
something of an ass if he were not,
in the circumstances: at this stage,
revolt is limited to a pair of pathetic
anti-revolutionaries voluntarily im-
prisoning themselves in the attic of
a dissident farmer. Davidov is a sim-
ple soul in some ways. His sex life is
on the trying side, since he is en-
snared by a disreputable girl who
cares no more for her reputation
than for his. He labors among
people who, when they don't sup-
port him, merely put up with him.
When the women won't get in the
harvest because they want to go to
Mass, he arranges for them to do
their job first, after which he sends
them off to church in wagons. He is
a perfectly ordinary young man, with
a streak of extraordinary common
sense. His sympathies are with Ivan:
in his heart, there remains a touch
of Alyosha.

It isn't with Davidov, however,
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that Sholokhov is most successful.
He is superb with an aged and privi-
leged clown to whom nothing is for-
bidden, not even to hog the solemn
meeting at which new members are
admitted to the party. (The Russians
venerate age. I was asked by a pro-
fessor of French, a woman, "Why do
you in the West so admire Francoise
Sagan?" Entering the caveat that I
didn't, I explained that this was part
of the cult of youth. "Ah," she said,
with her little Jane Austen smile,
"that's a cult we don't have here.")

Sholokhov has a wonderful scene
in which the two anti-revolutionaries,
who have managed to stock up a
pitiful supply of arms—about enough
to hold up a chicken coop—are at
last cornered by a White colonel,
who demands that they reconquer
the whole district. It is pathetic, it
is funny, it is heart-rending. They
are in no position to conquer any-
thing, but they dare not admit as
much. Trapped in their horrible at-
tic, they have no option but to accede
to the impossible, knowing it will
bring them to their deaths.

I know no Russian, apart from a
few courtesies, so I cannot speak
further about the translation, except
to say that it has flow and force but
suggests no particular stylistic virtue
on the author's part. I could, I think,
fault one word. An old man, raving
on about schoolteachers, refers to
"these scientists." The word should
be "scholars." One of the happiest
moments I had in Moscow, when I
was in the Institute of World Litera-
ture, was to hear myself referred to
as "Scientist Johnson," in reference
to some work I had done on Marcel
Proust. In Russia, a "scientist" is a
scholar, or "somebody who knows."
I must say I think two cultures might
be bridged with greater ease if we
adopted the same usage.

Sholokhov is, I am sure, in the
first rank of modern writers. Of
course, the Russians have been for-
tunate. Their literary tradition is so
great that they have never, even in
the most difficult and doctrinaire of
their days, entirely lost touch with it.
I suspect that it may be easier for
them than for any of us to build a
great literature again. I read a story
of Tvardovsky's the other day, called
"Stovemakers," of which Chekhov
might have been proud: a human
story, funny, delicate, humane, no
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more political than one of Maupas-
sant's Contes de la Becasse. In Soviet
writing, Ivan may be paramount but
Alyosha is there still. I suspect that
he will always be there. «»

Mr. Hawthorne's

Nosebleeds

KENNETH S. LYNN

XjATHANIEL HAWTHORNE: MAN AND WRJT-
•*-̂  ER, by Edward Wagenknecht. Oxford
University Press. S5.S0.

Professor Wagenknecht's study of
Hawthorne is neither a biography
nor a critical work. It is, rather, what
he calls a "psychograph," by which
he means a study of Hawthorne's
character and personality, as revealed
in his fiction, letters, and journals,
and in all that has been written
about him. Disavowing that psychog-
raphy has anything to do with psy-
chaanalyisis, the author takes not
Freud but Sainte-Beuve as his liter-
ary model.

The quality of Hawthorne's per-
sonality that comes through most
strongly in this portrait of an artist
is his elusiveness. With Hawthorne,
one is never quite sure about any-
thing. Even about his physical ap-
pearance there was little general
agreement among those who knew
him. Although Thoreau judged him
"rather puny-looking," James Rus-
sell Lowell thought he looked like
a hawk, and when Henry James, Sr.,
encountered him at- the Saturday
Club he saw in his face "the look of
a rogue who suddenly finds himself
in a company of detectives." Yet this
rogue impressed so many people as
being of a feminine nature that, as
Longfellow remarked, one spoke
when he was in the room as if in the
presence of a woman.

As for his temperament, his wife
called the author of The Scarlet Let-
ter and other moonlit tales "our sun-
shine" and "the light of his home."
His daughter Rose described him as
"radiant," while his other daughter
Una recalled in later life that "he
was capable of being the very gayest
person I ever saw. He was like a boy.
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Never was such a playmate as he in
all the world." To Margaret Fuller he
confessed that he found the earth
so full of beauty he never wished to
leave it. However, Fredrika Bremer,
the Scandinavian novelist, noticed a
"bitter expression" in his smile,
while one of his cousins testified
that wherever he went '"he carried
twilight within him." And Haw-
thorne himself seems to have been
deeply distressed by the gloominess
of many of his stories, to the point
where he actually burned several be-
cause they were morbid.

In an early essay, Hawthorne pro-
claimed that "Man is naturally a
sociable being; not formed for him-
self alone, but destined to bear a part
in the great scheme of nature. All
his pleasures are heightened, and all
his griefs are lessened, by participa-
tion." To this credo he adhered all
his life. At college he was known for
his conviviality. At Brook Farm he
would sit up talking till well past
midnight, even with "poor Mr. Far-
ley" who was "quite out of his wits."
At Lenox he and his wife were "in
the center of society." As consul at
Liverpool he was a smiling public
man who delivered after-dinner
speeches in "a masterly manner." On
the other hand, the famous period
of self-imposed solitude following his
graduation from Bowdoin (". . . for
months together, I scarcely held hu-
man intercourse outside of my own
family; seldom going out except at
twilight, or only to take the nearest
way to the most convenient solitude
which was oftenest the seashore")
was by no means a passing mood.
"The freest conversation," declared
Mrs. Longfellow, "did not thaw
forth more than a monosyllable"
from Hawthorne. On trips he liked
out-of-the-way hotels, and preferred
simply to be registered as the
"friend" of his traveling companion.
He had a passion for observing
other people, but he hated to feel
the eyes of others upon himself. As
his wife admitted after his death, "I
never dared to gaze at him, even
I, unless his lids were down. It
seemed an invasion into a holy
place."

Like Twain and Whitman, Haw-
thorne had a deep capacity for in-
dolence. Preferring a slower, drifting
rhythm, he mocked the hustle and
bustle of the age. Politics in particu-
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